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Democratization
As a political concept
● Specific societal changes through which “[l]arge numbers were given significant 

opportunity for influence over the political process” (Garrard 2002: 2)
● In Britain from the beginning of the nineteenth century until the mid-twentieth 

century 
● Working-class men included through the Acts of 1867, 1884/5 and 1918; the 

women’s formal parliamentary admission in 1918 and 1928 

As a linguistic concept
“(1) the phasing out of overt markers of power asymmetry with the aim of expressing 
greater equality and solidarity (democratization proper); (2) a shift to a more speechlike 
style (colloquialization); and (3) a tendency toward informality in language, or 
informalization” (Farrelly and Seoane 2012: 393).
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Masters and servants in the 19th century
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Industrialization

Servants as dependent 
of their masters

Workers as independent 
& self-reliant

FAMILY MARKET

Ordinance of Labourers 1349
Statute of Labourers       1350 

Master and Servant
Act                         1823
Combinations of 
Workmen Act           1825 

Factory Act 1833
Mines Act      1842

Trade Union 
Act 1871

Employers and 
Workmen Act 1875 –
“masters” and “men” 
were put on equal 
footing regarding 
breaches of contract

1844 first large-scale 
expressions of working 
class discontent
1850s–1860s continued 
trade union pressure
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● PDFs of a variety of newspapers from the eighteenth to the twentieth century 
available through an online interface provided by Gale

● OCRed text files purchased by the University of Helsinki Library
● Newspapers as a window to social, political and technological changes (cf. 

Conboy 2010: 1) and public identities for social groups (cf. Fairclough 2013: 213-
221)

● Newspaper language has been claimed to be an “agile” genre (Hundt & Mair 
1999)

● BUT: newspapers are not just one genre/text type 

British Library Newspapers
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Sampling the BL Newspapers database
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Problems for corpus 
linguistic analyses

● Large amount of data
● Granularity of metadata
● No linguistic annotation
● Quality of scanned 

documents
● What is it 

representative of?



-Mark Davies (2019)

“The ‘bigger is better’ approach… ignores variation 
in lexical and semantic phenomena, because these 

corpora are often just composed of immense ‘blobs’
[of text]… and there is no way to subdivide these 

‘blobs’ into meaningful sections”
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Summary of the sample
5 newspapers

● Aberdeen Journal
● Bath Chronicle 

and Weekly 
Gazette

● Bury and Norwich 
Post

● Morning Post
● York Herald
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Sample size

● 21,000 documents
● 43m words
● Article types

○ Arts and entertainment
○ Birth, death, marriage notices
○ Business
○ Classified ads
○ Editorial
○ News
○ Sports

10-year intervals

● 1809
● 1819
● …
● 1899

All issues in 
January and June
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Problems for corpus 
linguistic analyses

● Large amount of data
● Granularity of metadata
● No linguistic annotation
● Quality of scanned 

documents
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Summary of the sample — 90% OCR Confidence
5 newspapers

● Aberdeen Journal
● Bath Chronicle and Weekly 

Gazette
● Bury and Norwich Post
● Morning Post
● York Herald
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Arts and entertainment
Birth, death, marriage notices
Business
Classified ads
Editorial
News
Sports

3,474 articles
4,900,000 words
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… AS Servants, two steady, respectable, 
middle-aged people, Man and Wife: the 
Man as Upper Servant, in livery or out; 
the Wife as Cook and Housekeeper, or a-
Cook in a steady Family… (Morning Post, 
CLASSIFIED ADS, 1829).
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